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Thru the Trees of Spruce Mountain
For amplified string quartet, field recordings, and electronics

Duration = 6 minutes, 0 seconds

Composed by

Michael Janz
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Composition and Program Notes
The late 20th century saw the birth of a new musical movement. While 

composers like Morton Subotnick and Éliane Radigue were embracing 

the machine in their music, other composers like Annea Lockwood and R. 

Murray Schafer were adopting a new definition of ‘nature.’ These composers 

seemed to have given our current generation the task of tying the two of 

these together and forming a genuinely post-human music. This new music 

should encompass all the aspects of posthumanism:

     - A broader understanding of valuable life.

     - A deep connection to the environment.

     - A redefinition of what it means to be ‘human’ with the flexibility to adapt        

        to future technological progress.

     - An understanding and integration of non-human intelligence.

With these criteria in mind, I composed Thru the Trees of Spruce Mountain. 

This composition represents my fascination with post-human music and my 

attempts to grapple with the questions that arise when applying the critical 

theory of posthumanism to composition.

 Thru the Trees of Spruce Mountain features three main elements. 

First, most obviously, is the string quartet. They represent the human 

element. The second is a field recording made while descending Spruce 

Mountain in upstate New York. This is the environment and serves as the 

formal basis for the composition. Most of the material that is played by the 

quartet is taken from various sound objects within the recording. This is 

not meant to merely represent the recorded sounds but to allow for the 

environment to have an active role in shaping the compositional process.  

The third element is the amplification and live signal processing. This is done 

through Max/MSP and is only activated when the performers meet specific 

criteria. The computer is then allowed to select which audio to process and 

how severally to apply the aural effects, or to apply no processing at all. All 

of this is done to allow for the maximum agency of every element within the 

performance. 

 While I do not believe that piece, in and of itself, represents an end, 

I think my work composing post-human music has started me on a path 

from which I cannot walk away. The late Mark Fisher noted that we have 

seemingly lost our ability to imagine a different future. Every major artistic 

field has been playing back a sort of diluted rerun of its greatest hits from 

the past decades and century. There is an acute possibility that post-human 

music could also fall into the same trap, merely becoming a watered down 

rehashing of the cyberpunk and situationists aesthetic that came before. 

Avoidance of this fate is paramount and rests in posthumanism’s ability to 

imagine a radically different future from our present. This imagined future 

must include room for a new definition of ‘human,’ one that provides for 

the environment that we all share and allows for both the cyborg and the 

synthesizer to have a voice in the future of our shared world.

       - Michael Janz
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Reading the Score I

ppp

0’19”

0’30”

(0’11”)

0’00”

0’39”0’20”

arco

air note; mute strings with your hand and use 
very light bow pressure to create a white noise 

ppp

arco

air note; mute strings with your hand and use 
very light bow pressure to create a white noise 

ppp

arco

air note; mute strings with your hand and use 
very light bow pressure to create a white noise 

ppp

arco

air note; mute strings with your hand and use 
very light bow pressure to create a white noise 

circular bowing; bow in a circular pattern, 
try to avoid obvious bow changes

circular bowing; bow in a circular pattern, 
try to avoid obvious bow changes

circular bowing; bow in a circular pattern, 
try to avoid obvious bow changes

circular bowing; bow in a circular pattern, 
try to avoid obvious bow changes

Vln.2

Vln.1

Each system represents twenty (20) seconds. Time is given at the 
beginning and end of each in minute’ second” format (0’00”)

Each entrance is given a start time and technique. When 
applicable, approximate performance time in seconds is 
given. If this appears in parenthesis, it is to be taken as a 
suggestion, not an absolute time. If no ending time is given, 
the ending is at the performer’s discretion, provided the 
technique ends in line with the surrounding context.

Whenever a technique is used for the first time, 
it is listed with a symbol and/or a name and a 
playing instruction. When used again, it will only 
have the symbol and/or name. A complete list of 
techniques used can be found on page V.

Empty space indicates 
that no technique is to 
be performed, so the 
performer rests. 

Some events do not have times listed above; these are to be performed in 
the order they appear (be aware of what events happen before and after 
each other) but with flexibility as to exact timing. When they are connected 
with a dotted line, the performers are to execute them in unison. An 
instruction indicating who is to cue will always accompany such a figure.

After a technique is written, a line will follow. That indicates how long the technique 
is to be performed. The rising and falling of the line indicate the intensity of the 
techniques, not necessarily dynamic level, although that might be applicable.

1’00”

1’00” - 1’01” 

0’59”0’40”

1’19”1’06”

ff

bow clicks; ab lib.

f

0’52”
bow clicks; press hard against the string with bow 
and twist to create a creaking sound. ab lib.

p

pp

pp

1’02”

1’04”
buzzing; tremolo with great 
speed, imitating a mosquito

buzzing; tremolo with great 
speed, imitating a mosquito

air note
ppp

arco

1’16”
bow �at; place bow on middle of string or bridge, bow 
parallel to string, with very high bow pressure

start from bridge, 
bow towards middle

~ 2 sec.

start from middle, 
bow towards bridge

~ 1 sec.~ 1 sec.

(0’49”)

1’00”

1’00” - 1’01” 

0’59”0’40”

1’19”1’06”

ff

bow clicks; ab lib.

f

0’52”
bow clicks; press hard against the string with bow 
and twist to create a creaking sound. ab lib.

p

pp

pp

1’02”

1’04”
buzzing; tremolo with great 
speed, imitating a mosquito

buzzing; tremolo with great 
speed, imitating a mosquito

air note
ppp

arco

1’16”
bow �at; place bow on middle of string or bridge, bow 
parallel to string, with very high bow pressure

start from bridge, 
bow towards middle

~ 2 sec.

start from middle, 
bow towards bridge

~ 1 sec.~ 1 sec.

(0’49”)
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ppp

arco

air note

ppp

arco

air note

ppp

arco

air note

ppp

arco

air note

2’19”

2’39”2’20”

bird call; glissandi thru the pitches written, with a varied 
rhythm, on a single string, imitating a bird call

2’00”

2’05”

+2’01” 2’03” 2’06”

2’08”

2’10”

2’13”

f

+ +2’06” 2’07”

f

f

2’09” 2’11”

f

ab lib techniques; at any point, stop and perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to circular bowing. repeat as desired, repeats 
can be the same technique or any other technique that you have previously performed in this piece

ab lib techniques; at any point, stop and perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to circular bowing. repeat as desired, repeats 
can be the same technique or any other technique that you have previously performed in this piece

ab lib techniques; at any point, stop and perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to circular bowing. repeat as desired, repeats 
can be the same technique or any other technique that you have previously performed in this piece

ab lib techniques; at any point, stop and perform one of any of 
the techniques that you have previously performed in this piece, 
at any dynamic level, then return to circular bowing. repeat as 
desired, repeats can be the same technique or any other 
technique that you have previously performed in this piece

(2’30”)

Adlib techniques are indicated with a dotted line. 
These will always be accompanied by an instruction 
box detailing the parameters of the ad-lib.

When the instruction “listen” is observed, the 
performer must listen closely to the environment, 
recording, and performance hall.

Whenever there is to be a 
rest for an entire system, a 
bracket with the instruction 
“listen” is added. This is 
be taken literally and the 
performers should listen 
closely to the environment, 
both of the recording and of 
the performance hall

Some of the entrance times will 
be marked with an additional “+” 
symbol. This indicates that the 
entrance should be slightly delayed 
and not right on the second mark.

Reading the Score II

4’20”

4’19”4’00”

4’39”

ppff

~ 3 sec.

4’01”

pp ppff

harmonic bird call; quickly glissandi from higher 
pitch to lower pitch repeatedly, imitating a bird call

~ 3 sec.

+

ab lib techniques; at any point, perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, then rest for a indeterminate length of time. perform this action only once

ab lib techniques; at any point, perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, then rest for a indeterminate length of time. perform this action only once

4’14”4’11”
bow �at; place bow on middle of string or bridge, bow 
parallel to string, with very high bow pressure

start from bridge, 
bow towards middle

~ 2 sec.

start from middle, 
bow towards bridge

~ 1 sec.~ 1 sec.

4’11”
bow clicks

p

listen

listen

listen

listen

5’40”

5’39”5’20”

5’59”

listen

listen

listen

listen

listen

listen

listen
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List of Techniques and Notation

buzzing; tremolo with great 
speed, imitating a mosquito

start from bridge, 
bow towards middle

start from middle, 
bow towards bridge

bird call; glissandi thru the pitches written, with a variated 
rhythm, on a single string, imitating a bird call

1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

bow clicks; press hard against the string with bow 
and twist to create a creaking sound. ab lib.

ppp
arco

air note; mute strings with your hand and use 
very light bow pressure to create a white noise 

circular bowing; bow in a circular pattern, 
try to avoid obvious bow changes

harmonic bird call; quickly glissandi from higher 
pitch to lower pitch repeatedly, imitating a bird call
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Technical Notes Performance Notes

Technical need:
• 4 microphones
• 1 computer running Max/MSP
• 4 channel audio interface (to receive signal from microphones)
• Sound system with 6 inputs (for amplification)

•  1 for each instrument
• 2 for computer playback

Vln1

Vln2 Vla

Vlc

Mixing Console

Microphones 
into mixer

Amplified signal 
to mains

Sub-mix to 
computer

Return signal 
to mixer

Computer running 
Max/MSP

Main Main

• Use a stopwatch to synchronize with the playback. The 
performance will start when the field recording starts playing 
and will end once the recording is finished.

• The performers may choose to use monitors or some other 
method of listening to the recording, but this is not necessary 
for the performance to function.

• All of the electronics are automatic and will not need another 
performer to operate, but there will be someone to start the 
recording.

• The performers should familiarize themselves with the field 
recording before playing to know what events in the score 
line up with sound objects within the recording.

• The electronics are always listening to the performer and 
then making decisions based on what is being played. The 
performers should be made aware of their ability to influence 
the electronics and that improvising is strongly encouraged. 
It is desirable to learn when and how the electronics are best 
affected to each one’s taste. 

• A more detailed outline of the Max/MSP patch will be made 
available before the performance. 
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ppp

0’19”

0’30”

(0’11”)

0’00”

0’39”0’20”

arco

air note; mute strings with your hand and use 
very light bow pressure to create a white noise 

ppp
arco

air note; mute strings with your hand and use 
very light bow pressure to create a white noise 

ppp
arco

air note; mute strings with your hand and use 
very light bow pressure to create a white noise 

ppp
arco

air note; mute strings with your hand and use 
very light bow pressure to create a white noise 

circular bowing; bow in a circular pattern, 
try to avoid obvious bow changes

circular bowing; bow in a circular pattern, 
try to avoid obvious bow changes

circular bowing; bow in a circular pattern, 
try to avoid obvious bow changes

circular bowing; bow in a circular pattern, 
try to avoid obvious bow changes

Vln.2

Vln.1
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1’00”

1’00” - 1’01” 

0’59”0’40”

1’19”1’06”

ff
bow clicks; ab lib.

f

0’52”
bow clicks; press hard against the string with bow 
and twist to create a creaking sound. ab lib.

p

pp

pp

1’02”

1’04”
buzzing; tremolo with great 
speed, imitating a mosquito

buzzing; tremolo with great 
speed, imitating a mosquito

air noteppp
arco

1’16”
bow flat; place bow on middle of string or bridge, bow 
parallel to string, with very high bow pressure

start from bridge, 
bow towards middle

~ 2 sec.

start from middle, 
bow towards bridge

~ 1 sec.~ 1 sec.

(0’49”)
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1’23”
bow clicks; press hard against the string with 
bow and twist to create a creaking sound. ab lib.

pff

ppp

arco

air note

1’39”1’20”

+ +
bird call; glissandi thru the pitches written, with a varied 
rhythm, on a single string, imitating a bird call

bird call; glissandi thru 
the pitches written, with 
a varied rhythm, on a 
single string, imitating a 
bird call

1’54” 1’56”

1’58” +1’59”

f

f

f

1’22”

1’40” 1’59”

pp

1’34”1’31”
bow clicks; press hard against the string with bow 
and twist to create a creaking sound. ab lib.

ppp
arco

air note

ppp

arco

air note

1’51”+ +1’53”
bird call; glissandi thru the pitches written, with a varied 
rhythm, on a single string, imitating a bird call

Vln.1
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ppp

arco

air note

ppp

arco

air note

ppp

arco

air note

ppp

arco

air note

2’19”

2’39”2’20”

bird call; glissandi thru the pitches written, with a varied 
rhythm, on a single string, imitating a bird call

2’00”

2’05”

+2’01” 2’03” 2’06”

2’08”

2’10”

2’13”

f

+ +2’06” 2’07”

f

f

2’09” 2’11”

f

ab lib techniques; at any point, stop and perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to circular bowing. repeat as desired, repeats 
can be the same technique or any other technique that you have previously performed in this piece

ab lib techniques; at any point, stop and perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to circular bowing. repeat as desired, repeats 
can be the same technique or any other technique that you have previously performed in this piece

ab lib techniques; at any point, stop and perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to circular bowing. repeat as desired, repeats 
can be the same technique or any other technique that you have previously performed in this piece

ab lib techniques; at any point, stop and perform one of any of 
the techniques that you have previously performed in this piece, 
at any dynamic level, then return to circular bowing. repeat as 
desired, repeats can be the same technique or any other 
technique that you have previously performed in this piece

(2’30”)
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3’00”

2’59”2’40” 2’47” 2’50”

3’19

ab lib techniquespp

buzzing; tremolo with great 
speed, imitating a mosquito

alternate pitch at random

alternate pitch at random

~ 2 sec.

2’49”

pp

buzzing; tremolo with great 
speed, imitating a mosquito

~ 2 sec.

ppp

arco

air note

2’52”

ab lib techniquesppp

arco

air note

f

f
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3’40”

3’39”3’20”

3’20”

3’25” 3’29”

3’59”

pp ppff

harmonic bird call; quickly glissandi from higher 
pitch to lower pitch repeatedly, imitating a bird call

ab lib techniques; at any point, perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously performed in this 
piece, at any dynamic level, then rest for a indeterminate length of time. repeat as desired, repeat as desired, 
repeats can be the same technique or any other technique that you have previously performed in this piece

~ 3 sec.

3’59”

pp

ab lib techniques; at any point, perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously performed in this 
piece, at any dynamic level, then rest for a indeterminate length of time. repeat as desired, repeat as desired, 
repeats can be the same technique or any other technique that you have previously performed in this piece
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4’20”

4’19”4’00”

4’39”

ppff~ 3 sec.

4’01”

pp ppff

harmonic bird call; quickly glissandi from higher 
pitch to lower pitch repeatedly, imitating a bird call

~ 3 sec.

+

ab lib techniques; at any point, perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, then rest for a indeterminate length of time. perform this action only once

ab lib techniques; at any point, perform one of any of the techniques that you have previously 
performed in this piece, then rest for a indeterminate length of time. perform this action only once

4’14”4’11”
bow flat; place bow on middle of string or bridge, bow 
parallel to string, with very high bow pressure

start from bridge, 
bow towards middle

~ 2 sec.

start from middle, 
bow towards bridge

~ 1 sec.~ 1 sec.

4’11”
bow clicks

p

listen

listen

listen

listen
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5’00”

5’00”

4’59”4’40”

4’50”

5’19”

after listening for a while, choose a tone and play it very softly for a very long time, 
re-bowing is ok. at any point, you may perform any of the techniques that you have 
previously performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to your chosen tone

after listening for a while, choose a tone and play it very softly for a very long time, 
re-bowing is ok. at any point, you may perform any of the techniques that you have 
previously performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to your chosen tone

5’10”
after listening for a while, choose a tone and play it very softly for a very long time, 
re-bowing is ok. at any point, you may perform any of the techniques that you have 
previously performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to your chosen tone

after listening for a while, choose a tone and play it very softly for a very long time, 
re-bowing is ok. at any point, you may perform any of the techniques that you have 
previously performed in this piece, at any dynamic level, then return to your chosen tone

listen

listen
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5’40”

5’39”5’20”

5’59”

listen

listen

listen

listen

listen

listen

listen


